[A model of localized iconic memory, replicable and associative, using time sharing and 3 neuronal communication modes].
A model is proposed for the functioning of an iconic memory involving several layers of neurones. A small group of neurones in one layer project their terminations over the terminations of a single neurone of the superior layer. According to the communication mode (emission or reception), a neurone in one layer can memorize the state of the terminations of a neurone of the superior layer, or impose on the latter the state of its own terminations. In the comparison mode, an emitting neurone compares its state to another emitting neurone and, in case of sufficient similarity, switches to the reception mode (associative recall). The first layer, corresponding to short-term memory, communicates with the cells involved in the representation of the perceived image. This model makes possible the establishment of a correspondence between a percept and a neurone, the replication of memorized configurations, the restructuration of memory and, starting with a percept or a memorized item, the integral associative recall of all similar memorized items.